
CAUTION NOTICE 

It has come to our attention that certain unknown anonymous and unauthorised third parties (“Unknown 

Third Parties”) have created multiple groups on Telegram Messenger Application (“Fake Telegram 

Groups”) where they are impersonating as representatives of Piramal Group by using our brand name 

and a mark deceptively similar to our logo.  The same are also being advertised on numerous YouTube 

channels. These Unknown Third Parties are broadcasting messages about a fake App’s like “Piramal 

Earning App” (“Fake App”).  These Fake App’s also provide registration and customer service links.  

It is to be noted that these Fake Telegram Groups and the Fake App are clearly being operated to induce, 

defraud, and cheat investors to invest in different ponzi schemes (“Scam”) by misrepresenting them to 

be promoted by Piramal Group. 

Please take note that the Piramal Group has no knowledge, affiliation, and/or connection with the 

Unknown Third Parties, the Fake Telegram Groups, the Fake App, or any of the YouTube videos where 

this Fake App is being promoted.  

The Piramal Group has never devised, promoted, marketed, advertised, or participated in any such 

scheme to solicit investments from the public by way of any illegal or unlawful means. Please take note 

that no company or employee of the Piramal Group will reach out to you by way of Telegram messages, 

group chats, whatsapp messages, and/or YouTube to solicit funds or to market investment opportunities, 

and you should treat all such approaches with caution. 

We urge you to not rely or act upon any information, misrepresentations, statements, data and/or content 

promoted by the Unknown Third Parties and/or contained in the Fake Telegram Groups or any Fake 

App or any YouTube videos promoting such schemes misrepresenting themselves to be acting on behalf 

of the Piramal Group. Such content appears to be fraudulent, illegal, and part of the Scam.  

The Piramal Group will not be liable for any losses that you may suffer due to any investment or action 

undertaken on account of any content posted by the Unknown Third Parties on the Fake Telegram 

Groups, Fake App, YouTube videos or any other social media platform, should you choose to rely on 

such content. If you have suffered any losses on account of the Scam, we request you to please reach 

out to the nearest police station.  

 


